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Dear Room is a worthy successor to Billy's Rain (1999), whose preoccupations and occasions it continues
and ramifies, charting the 'angles, signals, orders, murmurs, sighs' of love, separation and loss. With grave
good humour, ruefully exact timing and a scruple reminiscent of Thomas Hardy, these poems register the
goodbye look of things, and ponder the difference between a good memory and an inability to forget. By
turns candid, caustic and drastically self-accusing, the many tenses and afterlives of desire are parsed - in
sawn-off monologues, short stories in verse, thumbnail dramas, splintery photographs. In poem after poem
Hugo Williams joins a sense of things missed and missing to a redemptive act of imaginative capture, and
Dear Room uncovers an ethics of the present, reminding us in the words of Philip Larkin that 'days are where
we live'.
'Possibly the most original poet of his generation in England'. - Edna Longley
'Williams is a poet of such intimate charm, such grace and cunning, and such ordinary comical sadness, that
he wins your affection and admiration' - Hermoine Lee, Guardian
'His great subject is time, and time's power to consume both what is hated and what is loved'. - Helen
Dunmore, Observer
'Not since Thom Gunn's Collected Poems has there been a Collected as startling and poignant as Hugo
Williams's Collected Poems. Williams shows us, like no other contemporary poet, what is so strangely
undramatic about our personal dramas'. - Adam Phillips, Observer Books of the Year
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From reader reviews:

Scott Barbour:

Do you one of people who can't read gratifying if the sentence chained in the straightway, hold on guys this
kind of aren't like that. This Dear Room book is readable by you who hate the straight word style. You will
find the info here are arrange for enjoyable reading through experience without leaving perhaps decrease the
knowledge that want to supply to you. The writer associated with Dear Room content conveys prospect
easily to understand by a lot of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the content material but it
just different as it. So , do you still thinking Dear Room is not loveable to be your top checklist reading
book?

Michael Scott:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book specially book
entitled Dear Room your mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every aspect that maybe
unidentified for but surely will end up your mind friends. Imaging every single word written in a book then
become one form conclusion and explanation this maybe you never get just before. The Dear Room giving
you one more experience more than blown away your thoughts but also giving you useful data for your
better life in this particular era. So now let us show you the relaxing pattern this is your body and mind will
likely be pleased when you are finished studying it, like winning a casino game. Do you want to try this
extraordinary investing spare time activity?

Jacob Lehr:

Are you kind of active person, only have 10 as well as 15 minute in your morning to upgrading your mind
expertise or thinking skill even analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book when
compared with can satisfy your short period of time to read it because all of this time you only find reserve
that need more time to be examine. Dear Room can be your answer mainly because it can be read by you
actually who have those short extra time problems.

Stacy Brooks:

As we know that book is very important thing to add our information for everything. By a publication we can
know everything we wish. A book is a list of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every year
was exactly added. This book Dear Room was filled about science. Spend your extra time to add your
knowledge about your scientific disciplines competence. Some people has different feel when they reading
any book. If you know how big good thing about a book, you can feel enjoy to read a e-book. In the modern
era like currently, many ways to get book which you wanted.
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